So you want to learn English ?
How do you learn English in your free time?
Did you realize that over to billon people in world now speak this
language?
Do you know when do people hesitate ?
You become confident & fluent
Let me classify what fluency means you are a fluent speaker if you
speak without any hesitation
The titanium institute for English speaking
All organization being with a dream, a vision, a hope for a better
tomorrow . The successful ones are those that never give up, until the
dream is realized, and the vision is turn into reality, and the titanium
institute for English speaking is one such institute founded in 2009 the
institute is today one of India’s finest institute.
Improve English to build up confidence, prospects and career
This English language course designed for your special needs.
Titanium English institute leads fantastic spoken English institute in
India in today’s reality, having the capacity to communicate in English
is significant for both social and professional achievement.
Figure out how to talk confidently and effectively to anybody
We invite all of you to join your every day English speaking .

Reason, why should you join us?

Good communication skills are the stares of
success.
To get success in your social life and career , you
require to speak English well here people of all
ages have learnt to speak English confidently in
just a few weeks.

Our institute’s motive is to provide quality
spoken English and public speaking
coaching .
Every student gets individual attention of a
teacher .
We use our own study material prepared
by learned and experienced teacher .
We use various techniques to boost up
your confidence , whenever there is need.
It helps you to improve English and public
speaking faster.

Mock interview are conduct to improve
interview skills of you.
We provide good ambiance for quick
learning with discipline in class.
We tries our best to provide top spoken
English classes and courses .
We work with a clear focus on meeting
long terms as well as short terms needs of
you.
1 Experienced and result oriented trainees
2 Life time membership
3 Certificate after completion of course
4 Every Sunday special G.D.
5 Adjustment o leaves & missed classes
6 Learn English a few weeks.

